
 

 
 

Request for Quotation 
RFQ Title: Facilitation of Pact Asia & Europe Regional Forum 2023 

RFQ number: RFQ-AE-2023-001 

Date of Solicitation: January 11, 2023 

Submission Date and time: January 23, 2023 

Questions and Clarifications Due by: January 16, 2023 

Estimated Delivery/ Performance Date: March 20-24, 2023  

 

Request for Quotation (RFQ) for Facilitation of Regional Forum 
 

Introduction 
Pact is an International NGO with offices throughout the world with a mission to enable systematic 

solutions that allow those who are poor and marginalized to earn a dignified living, be healthy and 

take part in the benefits that nature provides. Pact accomplishes this by strengthening local capacity, 

forging effective governance systems and transforming markets into a force for development. 

Background 

The Pact Asia & Europe (AE) region is comprised of multiple Pact-presence countries, where Pact 

maintains operations through a Country Office (CO), under the direction of a Country Director (CD, 

who may additionally serve as a Chief of Party (COP) or Director of a Pact-implemented program). 

To varying degrees, each Country Office fulfills several functions for the global organization, including 

representation to the communities we serve, our current funders and donors, and the host-country 

government; the primary interlocutor with private and social sector organizations, as both 
development partners and current or future clients; and the organizational home for a highly diverse 

group of individuals, both employees and consultants, who comprise each Pact CO team. 

On average bi-annually, a regional meeting of all AE CDs is scheduled to provide an opportunity for 

strategic engagement with and among regional leadership.  The meeting is called by and carried out 

under the sponsorship of the AE Regional Director. The AE RD has developed an initial framework 

and agenda for the meeting, consulted with CDs to determine their needs and wishes for the 

gathering, and likewise engaged with Program Operations (PrOps) staff in Pact Washington as well 

as senior management in Washington, who will send a number of senior leaders of the institution to 

the Forum as well. The timing of the meeting lends itself to several areas of focus: 



• Regional leaders determine how AE individual country offices as well as collectively, adapt 

and deliver on the Pact Global Strategy. 

• All COs align themselves to the current Global Strategy, initiated in advance of the meeting 

and drafts of which will be the focal point of several activities. 

• COs identify actionable items in support of inter-regional collaboration, new business 

opportunities, potential for increased thought leadership and presence of Pact in national and 

regional fora, identification of trends. 

• Share information drawn from geographical and technical teams and external clients and 

stakeholders to help improve implementation of effective programs and services to meet 

Pact’s vision and mission.   

• Identify key issues, options, and external developments affecting Pact’s mission and strategy. 

• Share insights on sectoral trends and external environment and identify implications for Pact, 

including our competitiveness and effectiveness. 

• Provide input to Pact’s long-term programmatic strategy, goals for future years, and interim 

strategic priorities. 

• Provide input on how programmatic and operational shifts may impact culture and talent. 

• Identify and gain consensus around an agreed set of behaviors to improve effectiveness and 

efficiency of Pact operations at the country level as well as in the context of Country 

Office/Program Operations collaboration. 

• Build agreement around strategic priorities and future direction of  Pact in AE; and  

• Create a strengthened sense of team and improved lines of communication among team 

members. 

Past meetings (called “Enclave,” “Mela”, and “Meeting” among others) have varied in both content 

and participants, with the only constant being CDs (Country Director), the RD (Regional Director), 

and the Senior Vice President of Programs. Guests, that is, other Pact staff primarily Washington-

based, have attended in varying capacities in the past.  For 202, most CDs requested the meeting be 

limited to regional participants, allowing regional leaders to have an opportunity to focus on their 

operations and needs, and not run the risk of the meeting becoming too Washington-centric.  While 

the regional forum will be built around the needs and objectives of COs (Country Offices), there will 

be engagement by some (TBD) senior staff members from Washington.  

The meeting for 2023 has been named the AE 2023 Regional Forum (RF) and is scheduled for March 

20 – March 24, 2023 in Phuket, Thailand. The AE RD intends to engage an external Facilitator to assist 

with the overall logistics and planning, as well as significant content development and facilitation of, 

the RF. This RFQ, which will form the basis of the Scope of Work for the selected Facilitator, sets forth 

the objectives, duties and responsibilities and deliverables for the Facilitators. The Facilitator will be 

engaged through a fixed price fixed deliverables agreement.  

Objectives 

The objective for the Facilitator is to assist in the preparation and development of content and 

activities for, and to guide/facilitate the AE team throughout the 2023 Regional Forum. The 

Facilitator will focus specifically on: 

Preparation and Planning  



Weekly meetings telephonically or in person with the AE RD to discuss internal Pact 

developments influencing final participants and agenda plans; themes, topics and content for 

approximately 50% of the sessions or time to be programmed during the Forum. 

Logistics and Representation of Pact with Vendors 

Venue, Catering, Supplies 

Facilitator will serve as the main point of contact, on behalf of Pact, with the venue selected 

for the RF, as well as any auxiliary venues/parties whose services will be required. To achieve 

this, Pact will provide to the facilitator, no later than February 7, 2023, a comprehensive list 

of participants and the following information :  

Name, title, office location 

Nationality, passport number and details, emergency contact info 

Flight arrival and departure details 

Special dietary or other needs 

Accommodation requests 

Any arrivals prior to Sunday, March 20 or departures after Friday, March 24. (Requests for early 

arrival/late departure and accompanying accommodation costs are borne by individual participants, 

with certain exceptions to be approved by the RD for AE staff required to arrive early/depart late due 

to commercial flight schedules. 

Facilitator will serve as the primary interlocutor with the RF venue. Based on information provided 

by Pact, the Facilitator will manage the on-site logistical details for Pact staff attending the Forum, to 

include but not limited to:  

Catering/Meals: 

Daily: breakfast, am/pm coffee breaks, lunch  

Breakfast should be included in the nightly hotel rate for each participant 

Coffee breaks and lunch on each of the three forum days should be part of the Meeting 

Package provided by the hotel 

Dinner on: March 20 – Welcome Dinner at the venue; March 23 – Closing Dinner (venue TBD) 

Other Dinners:   

Dinners will take a variety of forms (family style to set menu) and will include non-alcoholic 

beverages.  

Any alcoholic beverages ordered/consumed must be paid directly by participants and may 

not be included in any catering package provided by any vendor. 



As part of the planning process, the Facilitator will determine in consultation with the AE RD, 

the necessary supplies for the RF (flipcharts, markers, and associated office products, or 

supplies for use in activities) and said costs will be included in the resultant Purchase 

Order/Contract. 

Participant Transfers, Accommodation 

Facilitator will arrange for round trip airport transfers, provided through the venue/hotel for the 

Forum,  for all participants based on participant information provided. Pending confirmation of all 
flight details, participants will be assigned a ground transport group, to minimize the total number 

of trips between airport and venue. Every effort will be made to limit the wait time upon exiting the 

airport terminal, to one hour. Prior to departing for the forum, all participants will be advised of their 

scheduled ground transport, as well as directions for locating transport, what to do if flight is delayed, 

a contact number for the venue and facilitator. This information will be finalized no later than March 

10; at that time the AE RD and the Facilitator will determine how best to share it with all participants 

prior to their arrival.  

Active Facilitation of the RF 

Based on input provided by participants and the AE RD, the Facilitator will jointly develop the 

detailed daily schedule of the Forum. It is anticipated that in an eight-hour day, no more than six 

hours will be spent in a programmed, plenary forum, with all participants present. (Each day is 8.5 

hours; lunch, breaks, and structured free time combined are 2.5 hours; 6 hours remain for 

programming, and it is anticipated that the Facilitator will lead or assist in the facilitation of two-

thirds or four hours of each day’s sessions; the remaining one third or two hours, will be facilitated 

by Pact staff while the Facilitator will assist in keeping time and keeping the process on track. 

The portions of each day or sessions to be led by the Facilitator versus those to be led by Pact staff 

will be determined and agreed upon by February 13. Facilitator will remain flexible and able to lead 

and facilitate various aspects of each day or approaches to an activity or session. These may include: 

ice-breakers or energizers throughout the course of the day (some scheduled, others at the discretion 

of the Facilitator based on their read of the room); activities designed for or tailored to a specific 

Forum session or theme agreed upon with the RD as part of the overall schedule.  

Recording and Reporting 

The Facilitator will capture key decisions, take-aways, required actions that are determined through 

sessions and activities, whether led by the Facilitator or a Pact staff member. These are high-level 

outputs, not detailed notes of each session or activity; note taking will be assigned to Pact staff 

throughout the Forum. Facilitator will determine best means of capturing outcomes and outputs of 

the forum, such as notes, flip charts, photographs, or other appropriate measures. 

 

Duties and Responsibilities 

The Facilitator will: 

Meet with the AE RD on average, weekly, in the time leading to the forum. Exceptions and 



adjustments are expected given other commitments of both parties. In the final week or two prior to 

the forum, meetings will be held as needed to ensure everything is prepared and ready. To the extent 

possible, meetings should be in person, but meeting through electronic means is acceptable if 

required.  

Continually share documents, ideas, information on the activities of the Facilitator; these may be 

shared in person and in hard or e-copy, but at a minimum the Facilitator will ensure all documents 

are uploaded to a shared folder in a cloud storage system that allows for collaboration among 

individuals regardless of geographic location.  

Review materials (surveys, emails, comments/feedback) provided by the AE RD to gain a better 

understanding of each country office participant and the context in which they work.  

Facilitator will hold a minimum of three discussions with the Forum Planning Committee, led by the 

AE RD and comprised of three other staff members, to learn directly about expectations, start to get 

to know the participants, and flesh out the agenda in a participatory way. These discussions will be 

arranged by the AE RD, who will participate in each discussion.  

Facilitator will assist in the development of an agenda that utilizes highly interactive methods and 

approaches and can produce outputs/outcomes/decisions/next steps that are tangible, actionable, 

realistic, and reflective of the objectives of the participants. Facilitator will further provide guidance 

and advice, based on previous use of the venue, for maximizing active participation, staying focused, 

and staying on schedule given that the morning sessions each day are likely to be held in an outdoor 

classroom (on the beach, in the forest) and afternoons may take place in a venue meeting room.  

Determine the type and quantity of supplies and materials required for the forum and ensure enough 

amounts are on hand.  

Deliverables and Level of Effort 

# Deliverable Due Date  

1 
Draft Agenda, Comprehensive information on costs with all 
vendors to be used for the Forum 

February 1, 2023 

2 
Agreement on sessions/schedule and which are to be 
facilitated by Space and which by Pact 

February 13, 2020 

3 
Discussions with the Forum Planning Committee and AE RD 
(2-3) 

Dates TBD in February 
2023 

4 Weekly meetings with AE RD  March 20, 2023 

5 

Agenda refinement, content development for 
sessions/activities directly led; review of materials provided 
by AE RD about the Pact-led sessions to enable active 
facilitation  

February 18 – March 18 

6 
Engagement with and final agreement made for the use of the 
venue selected for the Forum, including all ancillary services 
(meals, etc.) 

March 1, 2023 

7 Final Check in Meeting Prior to Forum March 18, 2020 

8 
Master airport transfer schedule for each/all participants, 
including at a minimum: scheduled time for ground transport 

March 17, 2020 



(pick up from HKT and return to HKT); directions for locating 
the hotel transfer service at the airport on arrival; what to do 
if flight is delayed; a contact number for the venue and 
facilitator on day of arrival. 

9 Prep Venue  March 29, 30 

10 Facilitate the Forum March 20 – March 23 

11 Consolidate recorded outputs from the Forum April 10 

12 Travel days  March 19, March 24 

 

Payment Schedule 
The total fixed cost will be invoiced as follows: 

• 50% deposit invoiced upon signing of the PO (Purchase Order) 
• 50% remaining invoiced upon completion of all deliverables 

 

1. Eligibility 
In order to be considered for award, Vendors must be currently legally operating in Thailand and the 

quotation must include all of the following information: 

• Ability to meet or exceed the Requirements/Technical Specifications outlined in Section B; 

• Ability to deliver the items/services specified in Section B no later than the date(s) required. 

2. Submission Instructions 
The following information to be included by vendor in quotation: 

1 A completed copy of the coversheet attached to this RFQ (Attachment 1) 

2 Quoted price for each item or service specified in Thai baht. This price should be all 

inclusive of warranty, delivery, and taxes if applicable 

2 Validity period of offer (Offer should be valid for at least 45 days). 

3 Credit Payment Term; Pact is preferable payment with 1-month credit, after delivery of 

goods. 

4 Indicate of delivery duration weeks to supply and delivery of goods after PO issue. 

5 Your quotation must be on official letter head with authorized signature and stamp. 

6 Warranty and information for product can be included as attachments to Attachment 1, the 

coversheet. 

 

Electronic submissions must be received at the address specified below by XXX COB ICT Standard 

Time and please make sure that the submission is titled with the exact same solicitation number 

stated above. 

Submissions must be forwarded in electronic format only (either PDF or Microsoft Word and Excel) 

to jgrall@pactworld.org Quotations should not contain any unnecessary promotional material or 

elaborate presentation formats (black and white is preferred). Vendors must not submit zipped files. 

Those pages requiring original manual signatures should be scanned and sent in PDF format as an 

email attachment. Please reference the RFQ Number and RFQ Name in the e-mail subject line. 

mailto:jgrall@pactworld.org


• Quotes must be containing a completed quote cover sheet (Attachment 1) 

• Proposals submitted through hard copy will not be considered. 

• Quotations received after that time or at a different address may not be accepted 

• All quotations and delivery dates shall be valid for a period of ninety 90 days following the 

submission due date mentioned above. 

 

3. Evaluation Criteria 

Pact will award a contract resulting from this solicitation to the responsible vendor whose quote will 

be best value for Pact, price and other factors considered. The following factors shall be used to 

evaluate offers: 

• Technical capability of the item offered to meet the Pact’s requirements; 

• Price; 

• Past performance. 

4. Terms and Conditions 

A. Disclaimers 

• Pact reserves the right to modify by written notice the terms of this solicitation at any time in 

its sole discretion. Pact may cancel the solicitation at any time 

• Pact may reject any or all proposals received. 

• Issuance of solicitation does not constitute award commitment by Pact. 

• Pact reserves the right to disqualify any quotation based on vendor’s failure to follow 

solicitation instructions. 

• Pact will not compensate Vendors for their response to the solicitation. 

• Pact reserves the right to issue an award based on initial evaluation of applications without 

further discussion. 

• Pact may choose to award only part of the scope of work in the solicitation or to issue multiple 

awards the scope of work. 

• Pact reserves the right to waive minor proposal deficiencies that can be corrected prior to 

award determination to promote competition. 

• Pact may contact Vendors to confirm contact person, address, and that the proposal was 

submitted for this solicitation.  

• Pact may contact listed past performance references without notice to the Vendor. Pact also 

reserves the right to contact other past performance information sources that the Vendor did 

not list in the proposal. 

• By submitting a proposal, the Vendor confirms they understand the terms and conditions. 

• Information pertaining to and obtained from the Vendor as a result of participation in this 

solicitation is confidential. The Vendor consents to the disclosure of the documents submitted 

by the Vendor to the reviewers involved in the selection process. Please note that all reviewers 

are bound by non-disclosure agreements.  

 



B. Purchase Order Terms and Conditions for Commercial Items 

 

1. Applicable Law –  

This purchase order shall be enforced in accordance with the body of law applicable to 

procurement of goods and services and the laws of the Thailand shall apply. By accepting this 

agreement Vendor agrees to waive any rights to invoke the jurisdiction of the local national 

courts where this contract is performed. 
 

2. Assignment – This purchase order or any interest therein nor claim thereunder shall not 

be assigned, transferred, or subcontracted by the Vendor.  
 

3. Changes – (a) By written order, Pact may direct changes for: (i) technical requirements; 

(ii) shipment or packing methods; (iii) place of delivery, inspection or acceptance; (iv) 

reasonable adjustments in quantities, delivery schedules or both; and, (v) terms and 

conditions of this contract required to meet Pact’s obligations under funding agreement. 

(b) If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the price or in the time required 

for its performance, Vendor shall promptly notify Pact thereof and assert its claim for 

equitable adjustment within thirty (30) days after the change is ordered, and an equitable 

adjustment shall be made. However, nothing in this provision shall excuse Vendor from 

proceeding immediately with the directed change(s). Changes shall not be binding upon 

Pact except when specifically confirmed in a written modification. 

 
4. Confidential Information – Vendor shall not publish any information developed under this 

Purchase Order, nor disclose, confirm, or deny any details about the existence or subject matter 

of this Purchase Order, or use Pact’s name in connection with Vendor’s sales promotion or 

publicity without prior written approval by Pact. 

 
5. Disputes – In case of a dispute arising from this agreement, the parties shall use their best efforts 

to arrive at an agreeable resolution. Any dispute that is not settled through the above “best efforts 

clause” shall be settled by arbitration administered by the American Arbitration Association in 

accordance with its Commercial Arbitration Rules, and judgment on the award rendered by the 

arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. The arbitrator(s) may not 

award punitive or special damages. The parties in dispute shall each pay its own expenses in 

conjunction with the arbitration, but the compensation and expenses of the arbitrator(s) shall be 

borne in such manner as may be specified in the decision of the arbitrator(s). The Vendor shall 

proceed diligently with its performance of this purchase order pending the final resolution of any 

dispute arising or relating to this purchase order. Pact shall continue to reimburse the Vendor for 

its allowable costs in accordance with the payment provisions of this purchase order except for 

those costs related to the dispute. 

 

6. Ethical Standards of Conduct – Vendor shall neither receive nor give any gifts or 

gratuities in connection with this Purchase Order. Vendor’s employees are required to 

conduct company business with integrity and maintain a high standard of conduct in all 



business-related activities. Vendor shall not participate in any unethical conduct during 

performance of this Purchase Order. Vendor shall not engage in any personal, business, 

or investment activity that may be defined as a conflict of interest, whether real or 

perceived. 

 

7. EXCUSABLE DELAYS – The Vendor shall be liable for default unless nonperformance is caused 
by an occurrence beyond the reasonable control of the Vendor and without its fault or negligence 

such as, acts of God or the public enemy, acts of the Government in either its sovereign or 

contractual capacity, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, unusually severe 

weather, and delays of common carriers. The Vendor shall notify Pact in writing as soon as it is 

reasonably possible after the commencement of any excusable delay and shall include the 

Vendor’s estimate of the likely duration of the delay. 

 

8. EXPORT AND TRANSPORTATION CLEARANCES – Vendor shall secure in a timely manner all 

necessary licenses, approvals, permits and other authorizations, and shall successfully comply 

with all applicable laws and binding regulations and complete all required administrative 

processes and other formalities, for export of the Goods and any Related Services from their 

country of origin, through any intermediary countries, to their destination as specified in the 

Purchase Order.  

 

9. INDEMNIFICATION – The Vendor is solely and exclusively liable to third parties for all costs 

incurred by the Vendor, and all claims of damages against the Vendor arising out of or based on 

the performance of this purchase order. 

 

10. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS – The Vendor is, and shall remain, an independent 

contractor during the performance of this Purchase Order. 

 

11. INVOICING AND PAYMENT – The Vendor shall submit proper invoices to Pact for Delivered 

Goods and Related Services that have been successfully performed in accordance with any 

directions stipulated in the Purchase Order form, and the Term and Conditions attached. To 

constitute a “proper invoice” within the meaning of this clause each invoice shall provide the 

following information and attached documentation: 

a. Vendor name, invoice date, and delivery date (for Delivered Goods) or performance 

date (for Related Services); 

b. Purchase Order number;  

c. Description of each type of Delivered Goods and Related Services included in the 

invoice, together with the applicable Unit Price; and 

d. Vendor payment information 

e. The following certification, manually signed by an authorized official of Vendor: 

“ The undersigned hereby certifies that (i) the invoice has been prepared from 

Vendor’s books and records in accordance with the terms of the cited Purchase Order, 

and to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is correct, the sum claimed is proper 

and due and has not been claimed or paid before, the Goods have been delivered and 

any Related Services have been performed, the quantities and prices specified are 

consistent with the Order, and all necessary Pact approvals have been obtained, and 

(ii) appropriate refund to Pact will be made promptly upon request in the event of 



disallowance of any portion of the invoice pursuant to the terms of the Contract. 

BY:______________________________________  

TITLE:___________________________________  

DATE: ___________________________________  

 

Invoices shall be submitted in an original and two (2) copies, to the party identified in receive 

invoices in the Purchase Order. Invoices determined not to be proper due to the existence of 

deficiencies will be returned to Vendor, generally within ten (10) business days of submission, 

with major deficiencies noted for correction.  

 

12. PACKING AND MARKING – Vendor shall pack, mark for export and ship goods in compliance 

with the requirements of this Purchase Order, as well as all applicable transportation regulations, 

carrier tariffs and sound commercial practice. Packing must be sufficient to ensure safe arrival at 

destination, and fully cover such any foreseeable hazards. Vendor shall be solely responsible for 

complying with all applicable laws as well as sound international practices for the packaging, 

labeling, transportation and shipping of the Goods (including, if applicable, hazardous materials 

safeguards). Vendor shall enclose a packing slip with this Contract number in a secure and 

durable envelope attached to each container.  

 

13. PRICE – The Price specified on the Purchase Order form is a firm, fixed, all-inclusive total price 

covering performance of all of Vendor’s obligations pursuant to this Contract, including but not 

limited to, supply of delivered goods to destination and successful performance of all Related 

Services; warranty-related costs and charges; any and all required licenses, maintenance or use 

charges; and all other costs and charges of whatever description or amount, in connection with 

or resulting from Vendor’s performance. 

 

14. QUALITY ASSURANCE (INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE)  – All Goods delivered, and 

services rendered pursuant to this Purchase Order shall be subject to inspection and testing 

by Pact prior to acceptance. Payment shall only be made for accepted Goods and services. If 

Vendor delivers non-conforming Goods, Pact may, at its option and Vendor’s expense: (i) return 

the Goods for refund or credit; (ii) require Vendor to promptly correct or replace the Goods; 

(iii) correct the nonconformance; or (iv) obtain conforming Goods from another source. Pact 

shall specify the reason for any return or rejection of nonconforming Goods and/or shall 

describe the action taken. Prompt removal and replacement or correction (as applicable) of 
the issue will be done by the vendor no later than (10) business days after receiving 

notification of rejection of Goods or services. Vendor shall be liable for any increase in costs, 

including procurement costs attributable to Pact’s rejection of the non-conforming Goods or 

Services.  

 

15. SEVERABILITY – If any court of competent jurisdiction determines that any provision of this 

agreement is invalid or unenforceable, such a determination shall not affect the remaining 

provisions of this agreement. Further, each valid provision under this agreement shall be 

enforced to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

 



16. TERMINATION – Pact may terminate performance of work under this purchase order, in whole 

or in part, if (a) the funder terminates the prime agreement, (b) the Vendor defaults in delivering 

the proper goods and fails to cure the default within ten (10) days after receiving a notice from 

Pact specifying the default, or (d) the funder orders the termination of the purchase order. Default 

includes failure of the Vendor to make progress in the work so as to endanger performance. If 

this purchase order is terminated for convenience, Pact shall be liable only for the actual, 

reasonable, substantiated and allowable costs with the total amount to be paid by Pact being 

determined by negotiation. If terminated for cause, Pact shall not be liable to the Vendor for any 

amount for supplies not accepted by Pact. 

 

17. WARRANTY – In addition to any warranties required by any other provision of this Purchase 

Order, and any other warranties that may be established by operation of the applicable laws, 

Vendor hereby expressly warrants that all Goods (including without limitation their parts) and 

Services supplied, as applicable: 

a. are free of defects in material and workmanship for the warranty period specified in 

the manufacturer’s standard warranty commencing on the date the Goods are 

accepted; 

b. conform to applicable specifications and regulatory agency requirements, and are 

free of defects in design;  

c. are free of latent defects (as used herein, defects that meet the following criteria: (a) 
such defects are not apparent to either Party during customary manufacturing or 

quality testing and/or inspection; and (b) such defects result solely from defective 

material, workmanship, or design and are not caused by misuse or misapplication of 

the Equipment); 

d. are new; unused; non-remanufactured and non-refurbished; not previously disposed 

as Government surplus; and produced entirely from Goods meeting all of the 

foregoing requirements (including but not limited to materials, parts, components 

and sub-assemblies thereof);  

e. will, to the extent found to be in breach of any warranty specified in this purchase 

order, be removed, and repaired or replaced, covered by new warranties identical to 

those that applied to the originally supplied Goods and services, extending for the 

longer of [a] the remainder of the original warranty period, or [b] a new warranty 

period;  

f. ensure that all spares and replacement parts are the same as the original spares and 

parts unless formally replaced by an improved and Pact-approved technical 

equivalent;  

g. comply with the description on the Purchase Order form and all other requirements 

of this Purchase Order in all respects; 

h. Vendor has no knowledge of any patents or copyrights which are infringed or may be 

infringed, or any trade secrets or other proprietary rights of other persons which are 

or may be misappropriated or violated by using, making, copying, licensing, 

distributing or selling the Goods. 

i. If any Goods or services supplied hereunder are defective or otherwise do not meet 

the warranties specified herein or otherwise applicable, Pact may, at its option: (1) 

reject the affected item(s) and require a full refund or credit; (2) reject the affected 

item(s) and require prompt correction or replacement (freight prepaid) at Vendor’s 



sole expense; (3) retain it/them at a equitably adjusted price; or (4) require Vendor 

to provide, if available, corrections in the form of field change order kits (including 

components, instructions and other necessary materials) from Vendor so that Pact 

may make necessary changes or repairs Repaired or corrected items shall be subject 

to the same warranties as if they were new. While returned item(s) are in Vendor’s 

possession and while in transit during return to Vendor and reshipment to Pact, all 

risks and costs of loss, destruction or damage shall be for Vendor’s account. 

j. Pact shall submit warranty claims to Vendor within a reasonable time after Pact 

becomes aware of any breach, indicating the nature and date of the claim. 

k. Vendor shall promptly correct any problem reported by Pact by making necessary 

changes in the Goods or their manufacturing processes so that further Goods to be 

delivered to Pact shall be as warranted herein. If Vendor becomes aware of any non-

conformance to any warranty relating to the Delivered Goods, Vendor shall promptly 

notify Pact thereof in writing 

l. Pact shall have the right, at any time and from time to time, to stop further shipments 

of Goods from Vendor to Pact that do not conform to the warranties and other 

requirements of this Contract, and in such event Pact shall advise Vendor of Pact’s 

best identification and assessment of the problems. Further shipments of Goods shall 

not be made to Pact until and unless Vendor has corrected the specified areas of non-

conformance in Products, or Pact authorizes in writing the shipment of such Products 
pending Vendor’s correction. 

  



Attachment 1: Quotation Cover Sheet 

Instructions: Fill in the information requested highlighted in yellow below and include it in your 

submission. 

Pact RFQ No.: RFQ Number 

RFQ Title: 
The title of the activity of 

the RFQ 

Submission Date: 
Month/Day/Year -Time 

AM/PM – Time Zone 

Vendor Contact 

information 

Name Insert here 

Title  Insert here 

Email Insert here 

Phone Insert here 

Address Insert here 

DUNS # Insert here 

Type of Entity 
Insert here 

Persons authorized to negotiate for Vendor 

Insert Name, title, and 

contact information 

Line Item 

NO. 

Product or Service Specifications (attach full specifications 

and warranty information) 

Unit Qty Quoted 

Price 

1 Insert here Insert here 
Insert 

here 

Insert 

here 

Insert 

here 

2 Insert here Insert here 
Insert 

here 

Insert 

here 

Insert 

here 

Validity Period of Offer Insert here 

Credit Payment Term Offered Insert here 

Estimated Delivery Date Insert here 

Vendor Agreement  

By signing this Quotation, Vendor hereby certifies to the currency, accuracy and completeness of all pricing information, 

technical data, delivery dates, representations and certifications included in their quotation as well the acceptance of all of 

the terms and conditions set forth in this RFQ/Solicitation. Pact reserves the right to make an award on the basis of this 

information and proposal without further discussions. 

Signature: 

Name and Title: 

Date: 

 


